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	e mutual coupling between antenna elements a
ects the antenna parameters like terminal impedances, re�ection coe�cients
and hence the antenna array performance in terms of radiation characteristics, output signal-to-interference noise ratio (SINR),
and radar cross section (RCS). 	is coupling e
ect is also known to directly or indirectly in�uence the steady state and transient
response, the resolution capability, interference rejection, and direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation competence of the array.
Researchers have proposed several techniques and designs for optimal performance of phased array in a given signal environment,
counteracting the coupling e
ect. 	is paper presents a comprehensive review of the methods that model and mitigate the mutual
coupling e
ect for di
erent types of arrays. 	e parameters that get a
ected due to the presence of coupling thereby degrading the
array performance are discussed.	e techniques for optimization of the antenna characteristics in the presence of coupling are also
included.

1. Introduction

A phased array comprises of denitely arranged, nite sized
antenna elements, which are fed by an appropriate feed
network. In such an array, the elds radiated from one
antenna might be received by the other elements. Further-
more, this signal might get re�ected, reradiated, or scattered.
	e properties of these signals depend on the power of the
signal, re�ection coe�cients, and the additional electrical
phase introduced due to the propagation delay from one
element to the other. 	is kind of interaction between the
antenna elements will lead to coupling e
ect and hence can
alter the array characteristics.

In other words, in a phased array, the electromagnetic
(EM) characteristics of a particular antenna element in�u-
ence the other elements and are themselves in�uenced by
the elements in their proximity. 	is interelement in�uence
or mutual coupling between the antennas is dependent on
various factors, namely, number and type of antenna elements
(A), interelement spacing, relative orientation of elements,
radiation characteristics of the radiators, scan angle, band-
width, direction of arrival (DOA) of the incident signals, and
the components of the feed network (Figure 1), that is, phase
shi�ers (P) and couplers (C).

	e presence of coupling in an array changes the terminal
impedances of the antennas, re�ection coe�cients, and the
array gain. 	ese being the fundamental properties of the
array have a greater in�uence on their radiation character-
istics, output signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR)
and radar cross section (RCS). Furthermore, it a
ects the
steady state response, transient response, speed of response,
resolution capability, interference rejection ability, and DOA
estimation competence of the array.

Several researchers have studied the e
ect of mutual cou-
pling on di
erent types of adaptive arrays.	ese include Yagi
array [1], LMS and Applebaumarrays [2], power inversion
array [3], circular array of isotropic elements and semicircular
array of printed dipoles [4], microstrip patch antenna arrays
[5], linear arrays of dipole, sleeve dipole and spiral antennas
[6], conformal dipole arrays [7], helical arrays [8] and arrays
of arbitrary geometry [9].

	e parameters governing the array performance are
obtained using various techniques like method of moments
(MoM), multiple signal classication (MUSIC), estimation
of signal parameters via rotational invariance techniques
(ESPRIT), scheme for spatial multiplexing of local elements
(SMILE), and direct data domain (DDD) algorithms. 	e
algorithms used to estimate the coupling can be extended
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Figure 1: Schematic of adaptive antenna array.

towards the compensation of its e
ect. Moreover optimiza-
tion techniques such as genetic algorithm (GA), particle
swarm optimization (PSO), and linear programming (LP)
can be used in conjuncture with these techniques towards
the enhancement of array e�ciency. 	is paper presents a
unied review of the techniques and the designs proposed
for mitigating mutual coupling e
ect in phased arrays. 	e
performance parameters that get a
ected due to the coupling
e
ect in antenna array are discussed. 	e work reported
in open domain towards e�cient array design mitigating
mutual coupling e
ect is reviewed and compared.

	e subsequent sections describe the analysis and com-
pensation of mutual coupling e
ect in phased arrays using
these techniques. 	e e
ect of mutual coupling on the array
parameters such as antenna impedance and steering vector,
which further a
ects the radiation pattern, resolution and
interference suppression ability, DOA estimation, output
SINR, response speed, and RCS is described in Section 2.
Section 3 reviews the methods for e�cient antenna design
and the use of optimization techniques to counteract the
adverse e
ects of mutual coupling on the array performance.
In Section 4, the mutual coupling e
ects and the techniques
to compensate it for the phased arrays conforming to the
surface are discussed. Section 5 presents the cases where
the presence of coupling proves to be advantageous. 	is is
followedby a brief summary on the reviewofmutual coupling
in Section 6.

2. Parameters Affected due to Mutual
Coupling Effect

2.1. Antenna Impedance. 	e antenna radiation pattern
depends mainly on the impedance at the antenna terminals.
However, the antenna impedance of phased array is signi-
cantly di
erent in comparison to that of an isolated element.
	is variation in impedance is due to the presence of coupling
between the array elements. In general, for an array of �-
elements, the impedance matrix is given by [2]

� = [[[[
[

�11 + �� �12 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ �1��21 �22 + �� ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ �2�
...

... d
...��1 ��2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ��� + ��

]]]]
]
, (1)
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Figure 2: Variation of mutual impedance between two half-
wavelength, center-fed dipoles with interelement spacing.

where ��� represents the self (� = �) and mutual (� ̸= �)
impedances of the antennas and �� is the terminating load.
	is impedance matrix yields the net impedance at the
antenna terminal [10]; that is,

�� = �∑
�=1

��,� (����) , (2)

where �� represents the current at the terminals of �th
antenna element and ��,� is the impedance between �th and�th antenna elements.

In general, the mutual impedance matrix is a square
matrix with the order corresponding to the array size. 	is
implies that the computations involved in arriving at the
matrix coe�cients increases with the size of array. However,
it is possible to exploit certain properties of coupling for
reducing the computation complexity. One such property
is the inverse dependence of coupling coe�cients on the
distance between the array elements [11], as shown in
Figure 2. It is apparent that farther the elements in the array,
least will be the mutual impedance and hence the coupling
e
ect. In uniform linear arrays, the couplingmatrix possesses
rotational symmetry and hence has a symmetric Toeplitz
matrix structure. Similarly for a uniform circular array, the
coupling matrix is circulant.

Furthermore, the self- and mutual impedances of (1) are
dependent on the type and conguration of the antenna
array. 	e estimation of these impedances is essentially a
problem of nding the current distribution on the antenna
surface. Among the available methods for estimation of self-
and mutual impedances of wire-type antennas, the integral
equation-moment method [12] and the induced electromo-
tive force (EMF) method [13] are the most popular. Both of
these methods are based on the integral forms of induced
current and voltages at the antenna terminals. 	e method
of induced EMF is advantageous over the integral equation-
moment method, as it facilitates the simplied/easier design
of antennas by providing the closed form solutions. However,
it is applicable only to the simplied models of straight
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wire antennas with smaller radii and the antenna arrays
with typical geometries. Moreover, this method does not
account for the radius of the antenna wire and the gaps
at the feed of the antennas accurately. On the other hand,
integral equation-moment method is valid for both larger
radii dipoles and for the arrays with complex geometries,
including skewed arrangements of elements.

Carter [13] determined the mutual impedance between
two half-wave dipoles in echelon conguration using induced
EMF method. King [14] extended the method for two
antennas of arbitrary and unequal lengths; however, the
method was found computationally extensive.	is drawback
was overcome by using a concise formula by Hansen [15],
assuming a sinusoidal current distribution for the dipoles
in echelon conguration. It was shown that the convergent
iterative algorithms could be used to analyze the coupling
e
ects in linear dipole array [16, 17].

Ehrlich and Short [18] analyzed the e
ect of coupling
in slot array on a nite ground plane fed by two resonant
waveguides. It was shown that the input slot admittance of
the driven slot changes due to the presence of matched ter-
minated parasitic slot waveguide. An experimental method
of determining the coupling between themicrostrip antennas
was presented by Jedlicka et al. [19].

	e mutual impedance between the microstrip dipoles
of arbitrary conguration, printed on a grounded substrate
was determined using integral equation-based method [20].
It was shown that the mutual coupling depends on the
magnitude of surface wave, and hence on the substrate
thickness, for di
erent congurations. 	e surface waves
enhance the mutual coupling to a greater extent in a collinear
arrangement of the printed dipoles as compared to the broad-
side conguration. Furthermore, for a single propagating
mode, the mutual coupling in broadside arrangement was
found to be mainly due to the direct, higher order, and
leaky waves. In broadside conguration, the coupling e
ect
is mainly due to TEmode of surface waves. while in collinear
conguration, it is due to TMmode.

Inami et al. [21] estimated the mutual impedances
between the rectangular slot antennas located on the concave
side of a spherical surface. 	e surface elds excited by a
horizontal magnetic source located on a conducting concave
spherical surface were formulated using the combination
of ray-optical elds and simplied integrals. 	e mutual
coupling between the slots was determined based on the
assumption that aperture eld is the dominant mode eld in
the waveguides connected to slots. It is shown that themutual
coupling decays rapidly on the convex side of the surface.
On the other hand, its magnitude exhibits an oscillatory
behaviour when the arc distance is increased, on the concave
side.

Similar integral equation-based method was employed
by Ele�heriades and Rebeiz [22] to estimate the mutual
impedance of arbitrarily placed, parallel-aligned narrow slots
on a semi-innite dielectric substrate. 	e electric vector
potential was determined in terms of the equivalentmagnetic
currents in the slots. 	ese currents were expanded using
fast converging basis functions. 	e admittance matrix was
obtained by Galerkin’s method in the spectral domain along

the slot length and point matching across their widths.
Porter and Gearhart [23] extended this technique to calculate
the mutual coupling in arbitrarily placed, perpendicularly
aligned slots on an innite dielectric substrate. In this
method, the admittance matrix was used to determine the
coupling between the slots present in di
erent dielectrics
namely, free-space, fused quartz and GaAs. 	e copolarized
and cross-polarized radiation patterns were obtained using
the Fourier transform of the electric elds in the slots. 	e
peak cross-polarization levels were found strongly correlated
to the level of coupling, which in turn depends on both
dielectric constant and the slot geometry. 	is MoM-based
technique is useful to determine the mutual impedance
between slot antennas, operating in di
erent polarizations.

Pozar [24] proposed the technique of computing the input
and mutual impedances of rectangular microstrip antennas
for various congurations. 	e exact Green’s function for an
isotropic grounded dielectric substrate was evaluated using
the moment method. 	e analysis considered the e
ects of
both surface waves and the coupling due to nearby antennas.
For similar antenna structures, the mutual impedance can
be obtained by solving the reaction integral equation using
MoM [25]. Another technique is based on transmission line
model [26], which neglects the e
ect of surface waves and
approximates each rectangular resonator in terms of two
equivalent radiating slots.

Hansen and Patzold [27] used spectral domain approach
to analyze both input and mutual impedance of a rectangular
microstrip antenna with a dielectric superstrate.	ismethod
is based on the Richmond’s reaction and assumes isotropic
substrates and superstrates, with the conducting patches
located on the same dielectric substrate. 	e technique
of computing the mutual coupling between the microstrip
dipoles in multielement arrays using the dyadic Green’s
function was presented [28]. 	e dipoles were excited by
an electromagnetically coupled transmission line in the
isotropic substrates.

	e reaction theorem was used to calculate the mutual
impedance between two printed antennas of a grounded
isotropic dielectric substrate [29]. 	e impedances of a
microstrip array were calculated by replacing the elements
by equivalent magnetic current sources. Similar approach of
replacing the edge aperture eld by an equivalent magnetic
line source has been used [30]. 	e method accounts for
the e
ect of both isotropic substrate and superstrate on
the edge-fed rectangular microstrip antennas placed on the
same dielectric layer. Terret et al. [31] analyzed the mutual
coupling in stackedmicrostrip antennas using a combination
of spectral domain Green’s function [24] and the reciprocity
theorem. 	is approach is unique; it considers the coupling
between two printed antennas located on di
erent isotropic
layers.

	e mutual coupling in arbitrarily located parallel cylin-
drical dipoles [32] was determined using a numerical tech-
nique based on the method of auxiliary sources (MAS). In
this method, a set of ctitious sources, like innitesimal
dipoles, were assumed to be located inside the spatially
overlapped unequal sized dipoles. 	e EM elds generated
from the ctitious sources were subjected to boundary
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conditions to obtain the current distribution over the dipole
elements, and then the self- and mutual admittances of array
elements can be estimated. Although increasing the number
of ctitious sources enhances the accuracy of the proposed
method, it also has an adverse e
ect. It cannot be denied
that the method proposed is simple and easily extendable to
complex antenna arrays, such as curtain arrays and Yagi-Uda
antennas, or for predicting coupling phenomena in closely
spaced transceivers. Moreover, the method is computation-
ally less intense when compared to MoM, which involves
single or double numerical integrations.

	e fuzzymodelling technique can be employed to calcu-
late the input impedance of two coupled monopole antennas
[33] or coupled dipoles [34]. First, the knowledge base for the
two-coupled dipoles in parallel and collinear congurations
was obtained usingMoM.	is knowledge base together with
the concept of spatial membership functions was used to
predict the input impedance of two coupled dipole antennas
in echelon form.	is fuzzy-inference-based method is faster
than MoM, where the computational complexity increases
with the array size and the accuracy desired.

	e mutual coupling in a nonlinearly loaded antenna
array [35] was determined using power series expansion
[36, 37]. 	e method of nonlinear currents [38] was used
to treat every port of a microwave circuit, describing the
antenna input terminals of an array [39]. 	is method is
advantageous as it provides physical interpretations of the
scattering mechanisms within the array structure at di
erent
harmonics. 	e method has no restriction on the antenna
type and also accounts for higher order coupling, establishing
that the higher order couplings have negligible e
ect.

2.2. Steering Vector. 	e response of an array towards the
incident signal is expressedmathematically as steering vector.
	is vector is dependent on the antenna element positions,
inter-element spacing, radiation characteristics of each ele-
ment, and the polarization of the incident wave. 	e steering
vector of an array can be obtained by direct measurement
of complex array element patterns; however, it proves to be
di�cult. Moreover, it demands for a huge memory to save
the measured data, and hence does not present a practical
approach [40]. 	e popular method to obtain the steering
vector, without storing the data of all searching directions
is to use numerical techniques like MoM [41]. Furthermore,
the limitation of huge memory requirement can be overcome
by using the distortion matrix with a limited size [42]. 	e
distortion matrix is derived by comparing the actual array
manifold (steering vector) with the ideal one in limited
number of directions.

	e presence of coupling between the array elements
a
ects the steering vector, and hence the array response
[43]. 	e analysis of the steering vector of an array in the
presence of coupling can be done analytically [44]. Kato
and Kuwahara [45] studied the e
ect of mutual coupling
on a planar dipole antenna array of vertically polarized,
identical elements with a back re�ector. Assuming reciprocal
antenna elements, the steering vector of �th driven element is
equivalent to the complex array element pattern, provided all
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Figure 3: Synthesized pattern of a 2-element dipole array. Desired
signal (green arrow): 0∘, 40 dB; 1 jammer (red arrow): 60∘, 0 dB.

other elements are short circuited (zero voltage). 	e mutual
coupling e
ect on the array performance was analyzed using
both conventional steering vector (CSV) and induced EMF
method. Mutual coupling e
ects in the vertical plane were
shown to be less than that in the horizontal plane, for an inter-
element spacing of more than half wavelength.

As the CSV does not account for coupling e
ects, the
compensation of received voltages becomes mandatory for
the analysis of a practical array. To overcome this di�culty,
Yuan et al. [42] proposed the method of obtaining the array
manifold directly using universal steering vector (USV).

	e CSV and USV of an array are related to each other by
the following relation:

[�
 (�, Φ)] = [� (�, Φ)]−1 [�� (�, Φ)] ,
with [�(�, Φ)]−1 = �� [�] [� (�, Φ)] , (3)

where�
 and�� representUSV andCSVof the array, respec-
tively, � is the transformation matrix, � is the admittance
matrix, and �� is the termination impedance of the antenna.
	e matrix � in (3) depends on the angle and polarization
under consideration, unlike the impedance matrix of Gupta
and Ksienski [2].

	epresence of coupling in between the elements changes
the impedance and hence the radiation pattern of the phased
array. 	is indicates that the accurate calculation of the
radiation pattern of an array is feasible only if (i) CSV with
an appropriate compensation technique or (ii) USV is used
for the calculation. 	is is apparent from Figure 3. 	e USV
is shown to provide the desired radiation pattern by directing
the main beam in the direction of desired signal (at 0∘) and
simultaneously nulling the jammer at 50∘.

Zhang et al. [46] used MoM for analyzing the perfor-
mance of a power inversion adaptive array in the presence
of coupling. 	e quiescent array patterns and the output
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SINR depend on the accurate choice of steering vector. 	e
weighting function in the proposed technique is expressed as

[�] = {[�] +  [Φ]}−1 [�0] , (4)

where  is the loop gain and [�0] is the steering vector.
In order to form a desired receiving array pattern, proper

weights with and without mutual coupling are needed. For
an array of omnidirectional antenna elements, the steering
vector in the absence of mutual coupling is given by

[�00] = [1, 0, 0 . . . 0]�. (5)

However, when mutual coupling is considered, the steer-
ing vector is modied as

[�0] = [��]−1 [�] [�00] , (6)

where � and �� indicate the impedance and load matrices,
respectively.

Liao and Chan [47] proposed an adaptive beamforming
algorithm based on an improved estimate of calibrated signal
steering vector with a diagonally loaded robust beamformer.
	e angularly independent mutual coupling was modeled in
terms of angularly dependent array gain and phase uncertain-
ties. 	e mutual coupling matrix used was in the form of a
banded symmetric Toeplitz matrix [48] for a uniform linear
array and a circulant matrix for a uniform circular array. 	e
inverse relationship between the mutual coupling between
two sensor elements and their relative separation was used.

2.3. Radiation Pattern. 	e e
ect of coupling on the pattern
synthesis of an array can be analyzed using classical tech-
niques (like pattern multiplication), numerical techniques
(like MoM), and active element patterns (AEP) method [49].
	e choice of a particular pattern synthesis method for a
given array type needs a tradeo
 depending on (i) the type of
array element, (ii) spacing between the elements, (iii) array
size, (iv) level of acceptable accuracy, and (v) the resources
available for the computation. In particular, the radiation
characteristic of an array is highly in�uenced by the current
fed at the antenna terminals.

An adaptive antenna is expected to produce a pattern,
which has its main beam towards the desired signal, and
nulls towards the undesired signals. It is also required that
patterns have su�ciently low sidelobe level (SLL). Although
the standard pattern synthesis methods [50] yield lower
SLL in the antenna pattern, the elements were assumed
to be isotropic in nature. Moreover, the mutual coupling
e
ect was ignored in the pattern synthesis, which leads
to pattern errors in practical situations. 	e corrections to
the pattern errors for a dipole array were proposed [51]
incorporating the mutual coupling e
ect. Two methods,
namely, (i) characteristicmode approach, and (ii) arraymode
with point matching, were presented. 	e characteristic
mode-based technique exploits the orthogonality properties
of characteristic modes to compute the array pattern. 	is
method provides volumetric correction at the expense of
complex computations. 	is demerit may be overcome by

using point matching for the array modes, which need not
be orthogonal.	ese methods are valid for both uniform and
nonuniform arrays, provided that array can be expressed in
the form of moment method matrix.

	e principle of pattern multiplication uses the knowl-
edge of currents at the feed terminals of individual elements
to arrive at the complete array pattern. 	is classical tech-
nique is applicable only to the array with similar elements
as it assumes identical element patterns for all individual
array elements. 	e radiation pattern of an array is expressed
as the product of an element and array factor. However, in
a practical antenna array, the presence of coupling results
in the variation of individual element patterns. Moreover
for an array with electrically large elements, which di
er in
size, shape and/or orientation, the patterns of the individual
elements di
er considerably. 	is introduces a noise �oor in
the array pattern, thereby increasing SLL and degrading the
quality of the result.

Such practical situations for which classical approaches
become unsuitable can be analyzed using the numerical tech-
niques such as MoM or FDTD. 	ese numerical techniques
directly estimate the current distributions over the antenna
elements. 	e voltage and current expansion coe�cients are
related in terms of self- and mutual impedance matrices.
	ese numerical techniques yield accurate results; however
the size of thematrices increaseswith the array size, and beam
scanning. Moreover, these numerical techniques cannot be
used for the arrays that are located in highly complex
inhomogeneous media.

Kelley and Stutzman [49]proposed the method of active
element patterns (AEP) for analyzing the array pattern in
the situations where both classical and numerical techniques
fail. In this method, the pattern of complete array is obtained
using the calculated ormeasured individual element patterns.
AEP method is faster than the other methods, provided the
data of individual element pattern is available in advance.
AEP techniques can be broadly classied as nonapproximate
AEP methods (unit-excitation AEP method and phase-
adjusted unit-excitation AEPmethod) and approximate AEP
methods (average AEP method and hybrid AEP method).

In unit excitation AEP method, the individual elemental
patterns are computed assuming the elements excited by
a feed voltage of unit magnitude. 	ese active element
patterns represent the pattern of entire array, considering
direct excitation of a single element and parasitic exci-
tation of others. Furthermore, these individual patterns
are superimposed/summed-up and scaled by a factor of
complex-valued feed voltage applied at the terminals to arrive
at the complete array pattern.	ismethod is advantageous, as
it needs to compute the pattern of individual array elements
only once. Moreover, this method is valid for arrays of both
similar and/or dissimilar elements, located in inhomoge-
neous linear media.

	e dependence of the element pattern on the array
geometry can be explicitly mentioned using an exponential
term. Such approach in which individual element patterns
vary due to the presence of additional spatial phase infor-
mation factor is called phase-adjusted unit-excitation AEP
method. 	is method considers the spatial translation of
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the array elements, unlike the unit-excitation element pat-
tern, which refers only to the origin of the array coordinate
system. Although the phase-adjusted element patterns di
er
for di
erent array geometries, the concept is useful in the
development of approximate array analysis methods.

	e computational complexity of both unit-excitation
and phase-adjusted unit-excitation methods increases with
the array size due to the need of the active element pattern
data for every array element. However, if the uniform array
is innitely large, then the phase-adjusted active element
patterns of individual elements will become identical. In such
scenarios, the complete array pattern can be expressed in
the form of an average active element pattern, which will be
the active element pattern of a typical interior element [52].
Although this method yields accurate results for very large,
equally spaced arrays, it fails for arrays with smaller size.	is
is because the individual elemental patterns of a small array
vary widely due to edge and mutual coupling e
ects.

Hybrid active element pattern method, proposed by Kel-
ley and Stutzman [49], can be used for array with moderate
number of elements. In this method, the array is divided
into two groups, namely, an interior element group and an
edge element group. 	e pattern of the interior group is
determined using average AEP method; while the pattern of
edge element group is calculated using phase-adjusted unit-
excitation AEP method. 	e total antenna pattern is the sum
of the two patterns obtained.	ismethod is advantageous, as
it requires less memory than the exact methods. Moreover, it
yields accurate results for arrays of any antenna type.

In a large array, almost all the elements experience similar
EM environment, unlike small array with prominent edge
e
ects.	is causes a considerable di
erence in the individual
element patterns of the array, leading to higher SLL. More-
over, small arrays require exceedingly ne control over both
magnitude and phase of each element for accurate beam
steering. Darwood et al. [53] analyzed the mutual coupling
e
ect in a small linear dipole array using the adaptive array-
based technique [54]. 	e pattern synthesis yields low SLL in
both sum and di
erence beams, in the presence of coupling
e
ect. In small array [55], voltages at the antenna terminals
(with coupling), "� can be expressed in terms of voltages (no
coupling), "� and coupling matrix, � as

"� = �"�. (7)

	e mutual coupling compensation can be done by
multiplying the inverse of coupling matrix and "� as

"� = �−1"�. (8)

	is process is simple for an array with single mode ele-

ments; the coupling compensation matrix, �−1, is scan inde-
pendent. However, an array of multimode elements requires
the scan-dependent coupling compensation. Although the
determination of the compensation matrix is a di�cult task,
it is easily realized in a digital beamforming (DBF) antenna
system. 	e performance of large arrays can be predicted
from the mutual admittance matrices of small arrays of
similar lattice [56–58].

	e coupling matrix can be estimated [55] using either
Fourier decomposition of the measured element patterns
or coupling measurements between the array ports. Fourier
decomposition method is based on the fact that the coupling
coe�cients, #��, are the Fourier coe�cients of the complex
voltage patterns of the array elements,  �($), and the isolated
element pattern, %($) as

#�� = 12& ∫�/��
−�/��

 � ($)% ($) *−����
-$. (9)

	is solution is based on the assumptions that %($) is
independent of nulls in the integration interval and that the
inter-element spacing is larger than half-wavelength. 	is
method is applicable only for the nonreciprocal antenna
systems as it requires the antennas to be driven in a single
mode, either transmit or receive. Moreover, the derived
coupling coe�cient matrix accounts for channel imbalances
like the di
erences in insertion amplitude and phase between
the aperture and the output terminal of the antenna element.

	e second method for calculating coupling coe�cients
is based on the scattering matrix / of an array of uniformly
spaced waveguide elements fed by matched generators. 	e
scattering matrix as measured from a reference plane, coin-
ciding with the plane of element apertures is given by

� = � + /, (10)

where � denotes the identity matrix. In general, the scattering
matrix is measured from a reference plane, which is at a
certain distance away from the aperture plane. Transmission
lines with di
erent insertion loss are included between the
planes of aperture and reference. Assuming these feed lines
to be matched and reciprocal, the modied scattering matrix/� is given by

/� = �/�, (11)

where � is the diagonal matrix of transmission coe�cients.
	is yields the modied coupling matrix �� at the reference
plane as

�� = � + /��−1. (12)

	e measurement of the network parameters becomes
di�cult when the feed lines between the element apertures
and output terminals are not matched. Furthermore, this
method requires each element to be driven in both transmit
and receivemodes.	e information about the reference plane
corresponding to the phase center of each radiating element
is required, which is not feasible for a real array, composed of
nonideal elements and complex feed network [59].

Darwood et al. [60] showed that the method of Steyskal
andHerd [55] is unsuitable for small planar arrays of arbitrary
geometry. 	e compensation of mutual coupling e
ect was
done by multiplying active element pattern with the inverse
coupling matrix. 	is improves the performance of small
planar dipole array by reducing SLL and increasing the
directivity of sum and di
erence beams. 	is method wins
over the Fourier decomposition method as it yields a more
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robust compensation for the coupling e
ects. Moreover, the
estimation of the couplingmatrix is to be carried on only once
for a given array geometry.

	e mutual coupling compensation requires the knowl-
edge of coupling coe�cients, which can be waived by using
the experimental method of applying retrodirective beams
[61]. 	is technique yields low SLL patterns by applying
determined set of complex weights to each antenna element.
Su and Ling [62] compared the approaches thatmodelmutual
coupling as coupling matrix. In Gupta and Ksienski [2]
approach, the terminal voltage of an isolated antenna is taken
to be the same as that in an array provided all other elements
are open circuited. 	is assumption is impractical, as the
open circuit condition does not imply zero current on the
antenna elements. 	is approach is valid only if very small
current is induced on half-wave dipole elements. On the
other hand, Friedlander and Weiss [11] approach is valid
only if the relationship between the active element pattern
and the stand-alone element pattern is angle independent.
	is condition is achieved when (i) all antennas are vertical
wires with all incident directions having the same elevation
angle [63], and (ii) array elements operate near resonance,
that is, when the shape of stand-alone current distribution
is the same for all incident angles. Although this method
outperforms the approach of Gupta and Ksienski [2], it
fails for complex structures. Su and Ling [62] employed an
extended approach of couplingmatrix formulation for a Yagi-
Uda array. 	is technique includes the coupling e
ect due to
both active and parasitic elements. However, this method is
bound by the conditions of standard approach for parasitic
elements and requires the knowledge of large number of
incident angles for unique solution.

In general, the coupling matrix-based methods assume
that the coupling matrix is an averaged e
ect of the angle-
dependent relationship between the active element patterns
and the stand-alone element patterns. In such scenario,
the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) matching of the
two pattern sets for a few known incident angle yields
the coupling matrix [64, 65]. 	e coupling matrix method,
though capable of modeling both coupling and calibration
e
ects, fails to determine the array pattern accurately [66].
	is is because these methods neglect the e
ect of structural
scattering, which is signicant especially for an antenna
conforming to the surface. Apart from structural scattering,
the array pattern gets a
ected due to the calibration errors.
	e e
ects of such calibration issues can be dealt by using the
autocalibrationmethods [67–70].	ese techniques are based
on the common criteria that every source of error can be
represented through coupling matrix. 	e calibration tech-
nique proposed by Hung [70] was veried experimentally for
a narrow-band array in the presence of coupling [71]. 	is
robust auto-calibrationmethod is shown to improve the array
performance by compensating for the sources of errors.

In certain scenarios, the antenna arrays are loaded with
nonlinear devices in view of protection from the external
power. 	e analysis of such arrays is complex due to the
nonlinear characteristics of each array element. For such
arrays, Lee [72] approximated the mutual coupling e
ects by
the innite periodic array method [73–75]. 	is method is

suitable only for large periodic arrays due to innite periodic
Green’s function. Poisson sum technique was employed to
reduce the analysis of an innite array into that of a single
antenna element. Moreover, this approach ignores the edge
e
ects.

	emutual coupling in a nite array of printed dipoles fed
by a corporate feed network was studied by Lee and Chu [76].
	e analysis was based on the variation in the mismatches
within the feed network, array pattern, and gain due to
presence of coupling. 	e self- and mutual impedances, for a
given excitation, were determined using the spectral domain
technique [77]. 	is method is applicable for both forced
and free excitations; that is, radiation impedances with and
without feed network can be obtained. It was shown that the
edge e
ects gain more and more prominence as the array
size decreases causing greater variations in the impedance
values.	is in turn leads to the enhancedmultiple re�ections
within the feed network, causing ripples in the amplitude and
phase distributions across the antenna aperture. 	e array
performance gets degraded, especially for large scan angles.

	e e
ects of coupling for amicrostrip GSMphased array
fed by a Butler feed network were analyzed [78].	e coupling
distorts the array pattern with higher SLL, due to increase in
the re�ected power towards the feed network [79].

2.4. Resolution. 	e presence of mutual coupling amongst
the array elements a
ects the array resolution adversely.
Manikas and Fistas [80] proposed a complexmutual coupling
matrix (MCM) given by

� = �Θ4Θ*�ΦΘ5Θ*���, (13)

whereΘ denotes Hadamard product, matrix� represents the
rms values of direct and reradiated signals, 4 is the free space
propagation loss matrix, Φ represents the random phases
introduced to the re-radiated signal by the elements, 5 is the
matrix of gain and phase of the elements, and6 is the matrix
of inter-element distances. Alternatively, the MCM can be
expressed as

� = (1 ⋅ 8� − diag (diag (1 ⋅ 8�)) + �)Θ5Θ (/� + �) ,
(14)

where /� is the matrix whose columns are source position
vectors (SPV) of the re-radiated signals, and 8 is the vector
obtained by pre- and postprocessing of the matrix (� ⋅ / ⋅/� ⋅ ��). 	e computed MCM is independent of angle
of incidence. However, it depends on the geometry and
the electrical characteristics of array. 	e associated signal
covariance matrix is given by

<�� = � ⋅ / ⋅ /� ⋅ �� + >2 ⋅ �. (15)

	e mutual coupling worsens the array performance
further if the signals are wideband. 	is is because the array
loses its ability to match the desired signals or to null the
jammers [6, 81] over a broad frequency range. 	e coupling
is compensated by correcting the actual voltage matrix using
e
ectiveweights, computed based on the terminal impedance
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matrix, derived fromMoM impedance matrix.	e proposed
method fails to compensate the loss in antenna gain due to
wideband signals.

	e resolution capability of an array is also a
ected due
to array calibration errors, similar to that of its radiation pat-
tern. Such e
ects in eigenstructure-based method, MUSIC,
presented by Friedlander [82], are seen to be independent of
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Pierre and Kaveh [68] showed
that the array fails to resolve the signal sources when prone
to calibration errors in spite of having high SNR.

2.5. Interference Suppression. An adaptive array is expected to
accurately place su�ciently deep nulls towards the impinging
unwanted signals. 	e presence of mutual coupling between
the antenna elements a
ects both the positioning and the
depth of the nulls. 	e interference rejection ability depends
on array geometry, direction of arrivals (DOA) of the signals,
and weight adaptation. Riegler and Compton [83] analyzed
the performance of an adaptive array, prone to mutual
coupling, in rejecting the interfering signals using minimum
mean-square error technique. It is shown that for high power
incoming or desired signals, the array responds readily as the
corresponding weight vector is updated faster, minimizing
the error signal.

Adve and Sarkar [84] proposed a numerical technique
to account for and/or to eliminate the coupling e
ects in
linear array in the presence of near eld scatterers. Similar
MoM-based approach was used [85] to analyze the coupling
e
ect on the interference suppression of direct data domain
(DDD) algorithms. 	e reported results present an insight
of the signal recovery problems in case of a linear array of
equispaced, centrally loaded thin half-wavelength dipoles.
Array analysis in contrast to Gupta and Ksienski’s approach
[2] uses multiple basis functions for each element. 	is
method successfully nulls the strong interferences and is
computationally simple and e�cient. However, it requires the
incoming elevation angles of the signals and interferences to
be equal and known a priori.

An improvement over the technique of open circuit
voltage method so as to include the scattering e
ect of
antenna elements was presented [86]. 	e estimated mutual
impedance matrix was shown to improve the performance
of DDD techniques in nulling the interference. Another
technique to suppress the interfering signals at the base
stations of mobile communication system using normal-
mode helical antenna array was proposed by Hui et al. [87].
	is method neither requires the current distributions over
the antenna elements [6] nor the incoming elevation angle
of the desired and interfering signals [85]. Single estimated
current distribution for every antenna element is required
to estimate the mutual coupling matrix. 	is method can
reduce the coupling e
ect to an extent, but not eliminating
it completely.

	e current distribution of a small helical antenna is
shown to be independent of azimuth angle of the incident
eld, if it impinges from horizontal direction [87].	is yields
a reasonably accurate estimate of the current distributions
on the antenna elements and hence the mutual impedance
terms. 	is new technique shows an improvement in the

adaptive nulling capability for an array of helical antenna.
	e improvement of adaptive nulling in dipole array was
presented by Hui [88].	e calculation of mutual impedances
was based on an estimated current distribution with phase
corrections instead of an equal-phase sinusoidal current
distribution. 	is method performs satisfactorily for strong
interfering signals and for the elevation angles (of the signals
and interferences), which are not too far from the horizontal
direction. 	is method is less sensitive to the variation in
elevation angle and the intensity of signal of interest (SOI). It
was further used to compensate the mutual coupling e
ect in
uniform circular array [89] estimating the DOA using maxi-
mum likelihood (ML) algorithm. Although optimization of
log-likelihood function of the ML method overcomes its
complexity, this method is used mostly for ULAs. Moreover,
this method does not assure global convergence in general
cases [90, 91].

Some special techniques were proposed for small and
ultrawideband arrays. Darwood et al. [60] used MoM to
compute the coupling coe�cients of small planar array of
printed dipoles. 	e depth of nulls was improved by mutual
coupling compensation. 	e performance of LMS array of
dipoles for wideband signal environment was analyzed by
Zhang et al. [92].	e array size was shown to aid the e
ective
suppression of the wideband interfering signal. Adaptive
nulling in small circular and semicircular arrays in the pres-
ence of coupling and edge e
ects was presented [4]. Broader
nulls were achieved incorporating multiple constraints over
a small angular region. However, the constraints increase
SLL in the array pattern, as more number of degrees of
freedom was used in null placement.	e ability of linear and
circular dipole array to reject the interfering signal in the
presence of mutual coupling e
ect was studied by Durrani
and Bialkowski [93]. 	e signal-to-interference ratio (SIR)
was shown to improve with array size up to certain limit.
However, SIR of linear array gets degraded as onemove, from
the broad side to the end re unlike circular array. 	is is
because of the coupling e
ect, which is more pronounced
at the broadside of a linear array than that in the case of a
circular array of half-wavelength spaced dipoles.

2.6. Direction of Arrival (DOA). An adaptive array needs to
estimate accurately the emitter location (DOA) and other
details so as to suppress it e
ectively. DOA estimation
depends on the array parameters determined by various tech-
niques. 	ese techniques are either spectral based or para-
metric based [94]. In spectral-based approach, the locations
of the highest peaks of the spectrum are recorded as the DOA
estimates. On the other hand, parametric techniques perform
simultaneous multidimensional search for all parameters of
interest.

MUSIC and ESPRIT algorithms are among the popular
methods for DOA estimation. 	e sensitivity of the MUSIC
algorithm to the system errors in the presence of coupling
was studied by Friedlander [82]. 	e e
ect of phase errors is
less in linear arrays, while the gain errors a
ect the sensitivity
of both linear and nonlinear arrays identically. 	e linear
arrays do not fail to resolve the sources due to merging
of spectral peaks. 	e sensitivity of MUSIC algorithm in
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case of a non-linear array is inversely proportional to the
source separation. 	e optimal design of an array requires
a tradeo
 between the cost required for accurate calibration
and the cost incurred due to an increase in the array
aperture. Friedlander and Weiss [11] proposed the coupling
matrix inclusion in DOA estimation. 	is eigenstructure-
based method uses only signals of opportunity to yield the
calibrated array parameters. A banded Toeplitz coupling
matrix for linear arrays and banded circulant couplingmatrix
for circular arrays were used. 	is method neither requires
the knowledge of array manifold nor the locations of the
elements a priori. Roller and Wasylkiwskyj [95] attempted to
analyze the e
ect of both coupling and terminal impedance
mismatches on the DOA estimation capacity of an isotropic
array.	is approach unlike Friedlander andWeiss’s approach
[11] does not change theMUSIC algorithm.	e improvement
in the angle of arrival (AOA) estimation is achieved by
varying the impedances at the antenna terminations. 	is
indicates that the array recalibration might not be required
if the error is essentially due to mutual coupling between the
antenna elements.

A preprocessing technique for accurate DOA estimation
in coherent signal environment was proposed for uniform
circular array [43]. 	is method in conjunction with spatial
smoothing is capable of tackling the e
ects of coupling and
array geometry imperfections in narrowband signal environ-
ment. 	e received signal vector of the array is transformed
to a virtual vector on which spatial smoothing technique is
applied. 	e eigenstructure of the signal covariance matrix
varies by a factor of inversed normalized impedance matrix
due to the presence of coupling. 	e coupling e
ect can
be compensated either by multiplying the search vector by
inverse of the normalized impedance matrix or by resolving
the coherent signals using spatial smoothing technique [63].
A similar method of transforming search vector to nullify
coupling e
ect is proposed for a circular dipole array [96].

	e coupling a
ects the phase vectors of radiation
sources, which in turn varies the signal covariance matrix
and its eigenvalues, a
ecting the array performance [80].
	e direct application of spatial smoothing schemes is not
feasible when the coupling e
ects are prominent. 	is is
because, in such situations, the phase vectors at the source
and subarray do not di
er only in phase. 	is necessitates
additional computations to reconstruct the signal and noise
subspaces and hence to improve the estimation capability.

Pasala and Friel [6] analyzed the accuracy of DOA
estimation using MUSIC algorithm for signals distributed
over a broad frequency range. Results were presented for
linear arrays comprising of dipole, sleeve dipole, and spiral
antenna. 	e method of moments was used for calculating
the induced current and the actual voltages. 	e coupling
e
ect is least for spiral antenna as compared to the dipole
and the sleeve dipole. Although the spiral antenna element
can mitigate the coupling e
ect, it fails in accurate DOA
estimation owing to its grating lobes.

	e coupling e
ect on the performance of ESPRIT
algorithm for a uniform linear array was studied by Himed
andWeiner [97] usingmodied steering vector. Swindlehurst
and Kailath [98] employed statistical approach to study the

rst-order e
ects of gain and phase perturbations, sensor
position errors, mutual coupling e
ects, and channel pertur-
bations onMUSIC algorithm.A similar performance analysis
was carried formultidimensional subspace-tting algorithms
like deterministic ML, multidimensional MUSIC, weighted
subspace tting (WSF), and ESPRIT [99].

Fletcher and Darwood [4] analyzed the beam synthesis
and DOA estimation capacity of small circular and semicir-
cular arrays. It is shown that the smaller circular arrays are less
a
ected due to the e
ect of mutual coupling when compared
to that of small linear or planar or semicircular arrays.	is is
because the linear or planar or semicircular arrays have edge
e
ects which lead to the failure of conventional beamforming
algorithms.

	e coupling e
ect inDOA estimation capacity of a smart
array of dipoles was studied using Numerical Electromagnet-
ics Code (NEC). 	e NEC simulation considers the coupling
e
ect by using compensated steering vectors [41], before
applying any DOA estimation algorithm such as Bartlett or
MUSIC. Su et al. [100] employed coupling matrix method for
DOA estimation in circular arrays. 	is approach makes use
of both full-wave electromagnetic solver NEC and MUSIC
algorithm for direction nding. 	e technique is e
ective for
simple antenna structures, provided the array calibration data
is accurate.

Inoue et al. [40] analyzed the performance of MUSIC
and ESPRIT algorithms for the cases of uniformly spaced
dipole and sleeve antenna arrays. It is shown that the
adverse e
ects of coupling and position errors gain more
and more prominence for larger angles of arrival. Similar
to uniform arrays, the performance of non-uniform arrays
also degrades due to mutual coupling [101].	e conventional
adaptive algorithms for analyzing these non-uniform arrays
are inadequate [68, 102].

Another approach based on the concept of interpolated
arrays was proposed [103] for non-linear arrays. A semicircu-
lar array composed of half-wave, thin wire, centrally loaded
dipole antennas, prone to coupling, near-eld scatterers,
coherent jammers, clutter, and thermal noise was considered.
	e approach used Galerkin method in conjunction with
MoM. 	e method transforms non-uniform array into a
virtual array of omnidirectional isotropic sources before
applying direct data domain least squares algorithm.

Accurate DOA estimation in the presence of coupling
for a normal mode helical antenna and dipole array was
presented [88, 104].	ismethod is based on receivingmutual
impedance [87] and does not rely on the current distributions
[6] or the elevation angles of the incoming signals [85]. 	e
uncoupled voltage vector is related to the coupled voltage
vector by the relation [105]

[[[[
[

"��1"��2
..."���
]]]]
]
=
[[[[[[[[[[[[
[

1 −�12��� ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ −�1����
−�21��� 1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ −�2����

...
... d

...
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]]]]]]]]]]]]
]
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[
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..."��
]]]]
]
, (16)
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where ["��] and ["�] represent uncoupled and coupled
voltage vectors, respectively, ���� is the receiving mutual
impedance between the �th and �th antenna elements, and�� represents the terminating load. 	is equation is readily
comparable with the expression given by Gupta and Ksienski
[2] that relates the open circuited voltages, "�, with the
coupled voltage vectors as

[[[[
[

"�1"�2
..."��
]]]]
]
=
[[[[[[[[[[[
[

1 + �11��
�12�� ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ �1����21�� 1 + �22�� ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ �2���

...
... d

...��1��
��2�� ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 1 + �����

]]]]]]]]]]]
]

[[[[
[

"�1"�2
..."��
]]]]
]
,

(17)

where ��� represents the conventional mutual impedance
between�th and �th elements.

	e mutual impedance terms in (16) are calculated in
terms of phase-corrected current distribution instead of
equal-phase sinusoidal currents used in (17).	is enables the
proposed method to overcome the over-simplied assump-
tion of current distribution [2] and arrive at a closer estimate
of compensated voltage. However, the method is valid only
for receiving antennas due to the immature technology in
case of transmitters.

As already mentioned, an array response towards the
incident eld is accurately expressed by USV and not by
CSV. 	us the accuracy of DOA estimation algorithms can
be improved using USV [42]. 	e method employs MoM to
arrive at USV, and MUSIC algorithms for DOA estimation.
	e results were shown for the arrays of dipoles, monopoles,
and planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA) mounted on mobile
handsets. 	e method does not require any further compen-
sation for the received voltages to remove the coupling e
ects.

Any conventional method assumes a ULA for mutual
coupling compensation. Lindmark [59] proposed the exten-
sion of the method of Gupta et al. [66] to account for both
co- and crosscoupling in dual polarized arrays. 	e array
response using Vandermonde structure was expressed as

�ULA (?) = [@ULA (?1) , @ULA (?2) , . . . , @ULA (?�)]
(18a)

with

@ULA (?) = *−���(�−1) sin(�/2) [[[[
[

1*��� sin�
...*���(�−1) sin�

]]]]
]
, (18b)

where� is the number of array elements, A is wave number,? is the angle of incidence, and - is the inter-element spacing.
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ect of B� on output SINR of a 6-element array of half-
wavelength, center-fed dipoles.

	e array response with nonunit amplitudes was used to
mimic the behavior of a real array; that is,

@ (?) = cos� (?) @ULA (?) , (19)

where � is an exponent chosen to best t the elements in use.
A mutual coupling compensation technique is employed for
an array, rotated around a point, o
 its phase center.

	e techniques of coupling compensation proposed by
Coetzee and Yu [106] and Chua and Coetzee [107] are based
on decoupling the input ports of the feeding networks. Yu and
Hui [105] presented the design of coupling compensation net-
work for a small and compact-size receiving monopole array.
	e proposed method provides the coupling-free voltages at
the antenna terminals and is more suitable for applications
such as beamforming and direction nding.

2.7. Output SINR and Response Speed. 	e presence of cou-
pling between the antenna elements a
ects both steady state
and transient response of an array. In general, the output
SINR represents the steady-state performance of the array,
while the transient response is expressed in terms of speed
of array response. Figure 4 shows the change in output SINR
(steady-state performance) of 6-element uniform dipole
array with and without mutual coupling e
ect. 	e e
ect of
ratio of the desired signal power to thermal noise power, B�
on the array performance is analyzed.

	e output SINR of a least mean square (LMS) adaptive
array in the presence of multiple interfering signals is given
by [2, 108]

SINR = B����<−1� �∗� , (20)

where <� is the covariance matrix of the undesired signals
(interference signals and thermal noise), B� the ratio of
desired signal power to thermal noise power, � denotes
transpose, and �� is the desired signal vector o�he array.
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For narrowband signals, uniformly distributed over(0, 2&), <� and the steady state weight vector are expressed
as [108]

<� = � + �∑
�=1

B��∗����,
� = D<−1� �∗� ,

(21)

where D is the constant, � is an identity matrix of array-
size, � is the number of jammers, B� is the ratio of the Ath
jammer power to the thermal noise power, and �� is the Ath
jammer vector. 	e coupling between the elements changes
the covariance matrix and the weight vector as [2]

<� = �∗0��0 + �∑
�=1

B��∗����,
� = D��0<−1� �∗� ,

(22)

where �0 is the normalized characteristic impedance
obtained from (1). Equations (20) and (22) give insight of the
output SINR in the presence of mutual coupling. Figure 5
shows the dependence of output SINR on inter-element
spacing and hence the coupling factor. A reduction in

inter-element spacing will reduce the antenna aperture
and hence the incident energy due to the desired signal.
However, the noise being internal to the receiver array will
not be a
ected, causing reduced output SINR. Moreover, the
performance of output SINR degrades due to the addition
of more elements into the xed array aperture (Figures 6
and 7). 	is is because, in such cases, total thermal noise of
the array increases while the available signal power remains
constant. Further when mutual coupling is considered, the
output SINR of an array would also depend on incident
angle of the desired signal (Figure 4). However, this is not
observed for no mutual coupling case.

	e output SINR is proportional to the gain of adaptive
system based on its input SINR. 	e presence of coupling
a
ects both input and output SINRs, especially if the inter-
element spacing is less [109]. Although the gain of the
system reduces as both input and output SINRs degrade
due to coupling, the adaptive processing remains una
ected.
Moreover, the insertion of invertible compensation matrix
would not improve output SINR, as it has no e
ect on the
output signal.

One of the desired characteristics of the adaptive array
is its ability to adapt to the changes in signal environment
instantly.	is requires a quick updating process of the weight
vector of an array, which in turn is a function of feedback loop
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gain, steering vector, and signal covariancematrix.	e signal
covariance matrix of an adaptive array is expressed as [2]

<�� = >2 [� + �∑
�=1

B� (�−1� ��) ∗ (�−1� ��)�

+ B� (�−1� ��) ∗ (�−1� ��)�] ,
(23)

where >2 is the thermal noise power, B� is the ratio of desired
signal power to the thermal noise power, B� represent, the
ratio of Ath jammer power to the thermal noise power,�� and�� are the desired and Ath jammer vectors, and� represents
the number of jammers.

Since the covariance matrix depends on the impedance
of antenna elements, themutual coupling a
ects the transient
response of the array.	e coupling changes the eigenvalues of
the signal covariance matrix. Smaller inter-element spacing
causes greater coupling e
ect, lowering the eigenvalues, and
hence longer transients. 	is reduces the speed of response
of an array, resulting in delayed suppression of jammers. 	e
performance analysis of an adaptive array in the presence of
coupling by Dinger [110], Gupta and Ksienski [2], Leviatan et
al. [1], andZhang et al. [3] holds only for narrow-band signals.
	e e
ect of mutual coupling on the array performance in
wideband signal environment was analyzed usingMoM [92].
	e output SINR in the presence of mutual coupling shows
more oscillations than in no mutual coupling case. Although
the coupling e
ect is similar to that for narrow band signals,
it is more pronounced in small arrays. 	is indicates that the
coupling e
ect can be mitigated by increasing the array size.

2.8. Radar Cross Section (RCS). 	emajor focus for strategic
applications is towards the reduction of radar cross section
(RCS) of antenna array while maintaining an adequate array
functionality in terms of gain, beam steering, and interference
rejection. 	is necessitates the analysis and compensation
of mutual coupling in array system. 	e RCS of an array
is a
ected by coupling e
ects; mutual coupling changes the
terminal impedance of the antenna elements and hence the
re�ection coe�cients within the feed network. 	e coupling
e
ect depends on the type of antenna element, array geom-
etry, scan angle, and the nature of feed network. Figure 8
shows the schematic of series-fed dipole array, which can
have di
erent congurations, namely, collinear, parallel-in-
echelon, and side-by-side congurations. Figures 9 through
11 show that the coupling e
ect is least with collinear
conguration of series-fed dipole array as compared to side-
by-side and parallel-in-echelon arrays. Beam scanning over
the large angle has greater coupling e
ect on the RCS pattern,
irrespective of its conguration.

Abdelaziz [111] tried to improve the performance of a
microstrip patch antenna array by using an absorbing radar
cover. 	e mutual coupling between the microstrip patch
antennas is due to both space and surface waves. In particular,
the surface wave contributes to the coupling and scattering
[112, 113]. It is shown that the surface waves is reduced
considerably by using a radar absorbing cover. 	e coupling
factor between the elements is given by

��� = ������ + �� , (24)

where ��� is the mutual admittance between �th and �th
antenna, elements, ��� is the self admittance of �th antenna
and �� is the generator or feed line admittance.
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Figure 8: Schematic for 30-element series-fed dipole array.
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Figure 9: E
ect of mutual coupling on RCS of series-fed linear collinear dipole array of � = 30, K = &/2, - = 0.1F, M = 0.5F, @ = 10−5F,�0 = 75Ω, and �� = 150Ω; unit amplitude uniform distribution. (a) �� = 0∘ (b) �� = 85∘.

Knowing the coupling factor, actual excited voltages at the
antenna terminals are obtained as

"� = "app
� − �∑

�=1
� ̸= �

���"app
� , (25)

where "app
� is the applied voltage and � is the number of

elements in the array.	e proposed method shows reduction
in mutual coupling as well as RCS over a wide band of
frequencies, without a
ecting the antenna parameters.

Zhang et al. [114, 115] presented both the radiation and
scattering patterns of the linear dipole array in the presence
of coupling.	e radiation and scattered elds are determined
in terms of self- and mutual impedance and terminal load
impedance. 	e array performance is improved by optimiz-
ing the position of array elements so as to have a low sidelobe
radiation and scattering pattern. It does not account for the

e
ect of secondary scattering. 	e method can be used for
planar arrays as well.

3. Optimization Techniques for Reduction in
Coupling Effect

	e array performance can be further improved by opti-
mizing the array parameters. 	ese optimization techniques
can be either global [55, 71] or local in nature. 	e global
optimization techniques optimize uniformly over all the
directions. As a result, they will be ine�cient in calibrating
every direction properly. While the array suppresses the
errors in pilot signal directions, the residual errors increase
in other directions. On the other hand, the local optimization
techniques are based on the application of array calibration
for each and every direction separately.
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Figure 10: E
ect of mutual coupling on RCS of series-fed linear parallel-in-echelon dipole array of � = 30, K = &/2, - = 0.1F, M = 0.5F,@ = 10−5F, �0 = 125Ω, and �� = 235Ω; unit amplitude uniform distribution. (a) �� = 0∘, (b) �� = 85∘.
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Figure 11: E
ect of mutual coupling on RCS of series-fed linear side-by-side dipole array of� = 30, K = &/2, - = 0.1F, M = 0.5F, @ = 10−5F,�0 = 150Ω, and �� = 280Ω; unit amplitude uniform distribution. (a) �� = 0∘ (b) �� = 85∘.

3.1. Array Design. In the preceding sections, the e
ects of the
coupling on the array performance and their compensation
were discussed. It should be noted that the source of errors
that hinder the array performance are due to improper
antenna designs. In other words, a careful and e�cient design
of an antenna system can e
ectively minimize the mutual
coupling between the array elements.

Lindmark et al. [116] proposed a design of a dual-
polarized 12 × 12 planar array for a spatial division multiple
access (SDMA) system. 	e performance ability in terms of
DOA estimation was analyzed using least squares estimation
of signal parameters via rotational invariance techniques

(TLS-ESPRIT). 	e proposed array design showed better
results than that of Pan and Wol
 [117]. 	e improvement
was due to theminimization of coupling e
ects in corrugated
array design. However, cross polarization was more and the
design was cost-ine�cient [59].

Another design technique to mitigate the e
ects of
coupling is to use dummy columns terminated with matched
loads on each side of the array. 	is is e
ective as it pseudo
equalizes the environment around the outer columns of the
array to that at its inner columns. Although such an array
design shows an improved performance [118], it is not cost-
e
ective.
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A wideband folded dipole array in the presence of mutual
coupling was analyzed [119] using MoM and closed form of
Green’s function. 	e proposed method is valid only for thin
substrates or the substrates with a relative permittivity and
permeability close to unity. All themetallic surfaces are taken
as perfect electric conductors (PEC). 	e array performance
improves by using metallic walls to prevent inter-element
coupling via parallel-plate waveguide modes.

In general, patch antenna is designed on a thick substrate
for wideband performance and higher data rates. However,
this enhances the coupling e
ect, as thicker substrate sup-
ports higher amount of current �ow in the form of surface
waves. Fredrick et al. [79] presented the coupling compensa-
tion for such smart antenna fed by a corporate feed network.
	e method is based on the fact that the reduction in �ow of
surface current on the adjacent elements reduces the coupling
e
ect. 	e magnitude of surface currents on the antenna
elements depends on the terminating load impedances of
the elements. 	ese terminal impedances are varied from a
matched load condition to an open circuit condition using a
switching PIN diode multiplexer. 	e coupling e
ect on the
array performance is compensated by locating the switch at a
proper location along the feed line of the element.

Blank andHutt [120] presented an empirical optimization
algorithm, in two versions. 	e method considered the e
ect
of both mutual coupling and scattering between the array
elements and nearby environment. 	e method is based
on the measured or calculated element-pattern data and
optimizes the design using an iterative technique. 	e rst
version of the proposed optimization algorithm is used if
inter-element spacing is less than half-wavelength and the
coupling e
ects do not vary rapidly as a function of element
locations. Although this version considers the e
ect of passive
elements in the vicinity of the array, it cannot optimize
their locations. In the second version, induced EMF method
is used to compute the admittance matrix of the array
considering the e
ect of both active and passive elements.
	is helps to arrive at the active element scan impedances and
is applicable to an array of arbitrary geometry. Moreover it
can optimize the array in terms of both inter-element spacing
and element excitations and has a higher rate of convergence.

Many attempts have been made to compensate the e
ect
of coupling in microstrip antennas. 	e nite di
erence
time domain (FDTD) method was used to analyze the array
of electromagnetic band gap structures, composing printed
antennas on a single isotropic dielectric substrate [121]. 	e
analysis of mutual coupling between a two-element array of
circular patch antennas on an isotropic dielectric substrate is
presented by Chair et al. [122].

Yousefzadeh et al. [123] designed a linear array of uni-
formly fed microstrip patch antennas by iterating the fractal
geometries. 	e performance of such an array surpasses that
of an array with ordinary rectangular microstrip patches as
bothmutual coupling e
ects and the return loss at the input of
each patch get reduced. 	e array performance is dependent
on the fractal characteristics (type, size, and relative spacing),
feed point location, and the number of parasitic elements.
Buell et al. [124] proposed themutual coupling compensation
between the elements in a densely packed array by using

metamaterial isolation walls. 	e proposed design enhances
the array performance in controlled beam scanning and
null steering. 	e mutual coupling in an array operating in
receive mode di
er from that of a transmitting array. A least
square approach is used to compensate the coupling e
ect
[125, 126]. 	e method is valid only when the number of
emitting sources is greater than the number of elements in
the receiving array.

Yang and Rahmat-Samii [121] proposed the technique of
reducing the mutual coupling between two collinear, orthog-
onal or parallel planar inverted-F antennas (PIFAs) above
a single ground plane with air substrate. It is based on the
concept of suppressing the surface wave propagation by using
mushroom-like electromagnetic band gap (EBG) structures.
	e fabrication of such structure is complicated. On the
other hand, the slitted ground plane structure suggested by
Chiu et al. [127] is simple, economical and can be fabricated
easily.	e slitted ground plane reduces the coupling between
the radiators and thus improves the isolation between them.
	e method proposed is applicable for nonplanar radiating
elements and large number of array elements. 	e size of
slits and strips required to reduce mutual coupling di
ers
based on the resonant frequency and the type of antennas
in use. Other decoupling networks comprise of transmission
line decouplers [128] and capacitively loaded loop (CLL)
magnetic resonators [129].

Bait-Suwailam et al. [130] used single-negative magnetic
(MNG) metamaterials to suppress the electromagnetic cou-
pling between closely spaced high-prole monopoles. In
this method, the single-negative magnetic inclusions realized
using broadside coupled split-ring resonators (SRRs) act as
antenna decouplers.	ese structures satisfy the property that
their mutual impedance should be purely reactive at the res-
onance frequency in order to decouple the antenna elements.
Arrays of such structures when properly arranged and excited
with a specic polarization mimic the behavior of magnetic
dipole arrays and have a negative magnetic permeability over
a frequency range. 	is prevents the existence of real propa-
gating modes within the MNG metamaterials, thus avoiding
the coupling between the array elements. 	e analysis of the
proposed method in terms of scattering parameters is shown
to increase the performance of MIMO system by reducing
the correlation between its array elements. Moreover, the
proposed technique increases the system gain in the desired
direction by reducing back radiation and thus helps in
achieving quasiorthogonal patterns.

3.2. Other Optimization Techniques. Digital beamforming
(DBF) of an array is preferred over analog beamforming,
owing to low sidelobe beamforming, adaptive interference
cancellation, high-resolutionDOAestimation, and easy com-
pensation for coupling and calibration errors [131, 132]. A
technique of combined optimization method (COM), based
on the concept of space equalization, was proposed [133].	is
method is a combination of global and local optimisation and
hence minimizes local errors in the desired signal directions
while maintaining the global errors at a tolerable level. 	e
performance analysis of COMcalibrated uniform linear array
shows better performance than the one calibrated using
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global optimization technique. Moreover, COM eliminates
the coupling errors, channel (both gain andphase) errors over
a broad angular region and compensates for errors due to
both manufacture and nonuniform antenna material.

Demarcke et al. [134] presented a technique of accu-
rate beamforming for a uniform circular microstrip patch
antenna, subjected to mutual coupling and platform e
ects.
	is DOA-based method of beamforming using AEPs uses
the received information to construct a transmitting weight
vector. Basically, it concentrates the energy in the desired
main beamdirection(s), minimizing the total radiated power.
	is maximizes the gain in the specied main beam direc-
tion(s) and hence yields maximum SIR at the receiver. Here
the beamforming is treated as a constrained minimization
problem, with complex valued steering vector being its
argument.

In general, beamforming is viewed as a constrained
optimization problem.	us the evolutionary algorithms and
related swarm-based techniques, useful for solving uncon-
strained optimization problems, are not applicable readily
for beamforming. 	e improvement can be achieved by
optimizing the system parameters using algorithms like
particle swarm optimization (PSO). Basu and Mahanti [135]
used modied PSO for reconguring the beam of a linear
dipole array, with or without ground plane. In the dual-
beam switching technique, the self andmutual impedances of
parallel half-wavelength dipoles are obtained using induced
EMF method. Multiple beams are generated by switching
through real excitation voltages, leading to a simple design
of the feed network.

4. Conformal Array

	e mutual coupling in conformal arrays is dependent on
the curvature of surface on which antennas are mounted. A
majority of techniques used to analyze the conformal arrays
[136–138], attempt to reduce/avoid or simplify coupling
between the antenna and platform on which it is mounted.
	is is not feasible in every scenario as it is not possible to
isolate array from its platform or from the environment of
near-eld scatterers. Moreover, current minimization does
not always assure an optimal solution, as the performance
improves by reinforcing the currents induced due to cou-
pling. 	us it is necessary to consider rather than neglect the
e
ect of platform coupling.

Pathak andWang [139] used uniform theory of di
raction
(UTD) to compute coupling between the slots on conducting
convex surface. 	is method relies on the surface geodesics
obtained by ray tracing. 	e coupling between the antennas
mounted on general paraboloid of revolution (GPOR) can
also be determined using geometrical theory of di
raction
(GTD). 	is ray-based method, however, requires the geo-
metric parameters like arc length, Fock parameter, and so
forth associated with all the geodesics to be known a priori
[140]. 	is approach can be extended for quadric cylinders,
ellipsoids, paraboloids, and for composite quadric surfaces
like cone cylinder, parabolic cylinder, and so forth [141].

Wills [142] analyzed the e
ects of creeping elds and
coupling on double curved conformal arrays of waveguide

elements. 	e theoretical far-eld patterns were compared
with the measured results for an ellipsoidal array. Persson
et al. [143] used a hybrid UTD-MoM method to calculate
the mutual coupling between the circular apertures on a
singly and doubly curved perfectly conducting surface [144].
	e mutual coupling between the circular waveguide fed
apertures on the curved surface is shown to be heavily
dependent on the polarization. 	is hybrid method deals
with isolated coupling values.	e accuracy of the parameters
involved in the UTD formulation relies on the geodesic
constant and can be further improved by including higher
order modes.

	e radiation pattern of a dipole array mounted on a
real complex conducting structure [145] was obtained by
including coupling between elements, coupling due to near-
eld objects, and the coupling between the array and the
surface and the feed network. 	e excitation coe�cients of
the impedance and radiation matrices were obtained using a
MoM-based electromagnetic code NEC-2. An optimization
procedure, based on the pattern synthesis algorithm [146],
was employed to obtain radiation pattern with low sidelobe
level.

Obelleiro et al. [147] analyzed the conformal monopole
antenna array considering both the mutual coupling between
the array elements and their interaction with the mounting
platform. 	is method modeled the currents induced on
the platform and the antennas using the surface-wire MoM
formulation. A global-optimization procedure was used to
arrive at the optimal excitation coe�cients for the array
elements. 	is approach is applicable for both PEC and
dielectric platforms.

A method of nite element-boundary integral (FE-BI)
was used to determine the mutual impedance between con-
formal cavity-backed patch antennas [148] mounted on PEC
cylinder. 	e vector-edge-based elliptic-shell element basis
functions were used to describe the eld within the cavity
region. 	e eld external to the cylinder was represented
by elliptic-cylinder dyadic Green’s function. 	e method of
weighted residuals was used to enforce the eld continuity
across the cavity aperture and obtain amatrix equation for the
basis function amplitudes. 	e elds within the cavity region
were obtained using bi-conjugate gradient method. 	e self-
andmutual impedances of the patcheswere determined using
induced EMF method. 	e H-plane coupling exists due to
TE-surface wave and is inversely proportional to the surface
curvature. 	e E-plane coupling is stronger than H-plane
coupling due to TM surface-wave mode and is maximum for
a specic curvature.

A nite array of microstrip patch antennas loaded with
dielectric layers on a cylindrical structure was studied by
Vegni and Toscano [149]. 	e mutual coupling coe�cients
were determined using method of lines (MoL) in terms of
cylindrical coordinates. 	e e
ect of inter-element spacing
and the superstrates on the coupling was analyzed. It was
shown that the mutual coupling does not decay monotoni-
cally with the increasing patch separations. Instead, it exhibits
oscillatory behaviour depending on the dielectric layer. 	e
superstrates used can e�ciently reduce the e
ect of mutual
coupling in the antenna array. 	e proposed method can be
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readily extended to multiple, stacked layers and patches with
superstrates with an acceptable increase in computational
complexity, unlike MoM.

	e e
ect of human coupling on the performance of tex-
tile antenna, like a log periodic folded dipole array (LPFDA)
antenna, was analyzed [150]. 	e coupling due to human
operator a
ects the antenna input impedance by shi�ing its
resonant frequency and by increasing the return loss. 	ese
adverse e
ects can be compensated by designing an antenna
in free space that exhibits a good impedance match over a
bandwidth, say a linear array of wire folded dipoles.

	e mutual coupling between the apertures of dielectric-
covered PEC circular cylinders was determined in terms of
tangential magnetic current sources of the waveguide-fed
aperture antennas/arrays [151]. 	e method involves closed
form of Green’s function (CFGF) representations and two-
level generalized pencil of function (GPOF). 	e method
is valid for both electrically small and large cylinders over
wider source-eld regions. Yang et al. [152] synthesized the
pattern of a vertically polarized rectangular microstrip patch
conformal array by decomposing the embedded element
patterns as a product of a characteristic matrix and a Van-
dermonde structured matrix. 	e weights of the modes were
optimized using a modied PSO technique. 	e synthesized
pattern showed low SLL copolarization beamwith amainlobe
constraint. 	e method being simple in terms of both
memory/storage requirement and computation, can be easily
implemented for any antenna array, provided their embedded
element patterns di
er greatly.

	e discussion presented so far shows that the conformal
arrays can be analyzed using various techniques, each with
their own merits and demerits. 	is indicates that a few of
them when carefully chosen and combined [24, 153] might
result in a hybrid technique with most of the merits. Sipus
et al. [154] presented such a hybrid technique that combines
spectral domain method with UTD to analyze a waveguide
array embedded in a multilayer dielectric structure. It is
robust method and capable of analyzing multilayer electri-
cally large structures.

Ra
aelli et al. [155] analyzed an array of arbitrarily rotated
perfectly conducting rectangular patches embedded in amul-
tilayered dielectric grounded circular cylinder. 	e cylinder
was assumed to be of innite length in the axial direction
with innitesimally thin patches. 	e method involves 2D
Fourier transform to model elds and currents and MoM to
solve the electric eld integral equations (EFIE).	e coupling
e
ect was analyzed in terms of frequency and edge spacing
between the array elements. 	e embedded element pattern
varies more in E-plane than in H-plane due to the stronger
mutual coupling along E-plane. 	is method can deal with
the structures with larger radii, unlike the spectral approach.

A conformal conical slot array was optimally synthesized
taking coupling e
ect into account [156].	e synthesis aimed
at maximizing the directivity with minimum SLL and nulling
the interfering signal considering least number of active
element patterns.	is constrained optimization problem can
be readily extended to quadratic constraints, other than just
linear ones, such as the constraints on main beam radiation
e�ciency and power in the cross-polarization component.

	e e
ect of coupling is compensated using the technique of
Steyskal and Herd [55].

	ors et al. [157] presented the scattering properties
of dielectric coated waveguide aperture antennas mounted
on circular cylinders. 	e proposed hybrid technique is a
combination of MoM and asymptotic techniques. It relies on
MoM to solve the integral equation for the aperture elds
and on asymptotic techniques to compute the coupling. 	e
mutual coupling between the rectangular patch antennas
in nonparaxial region was computed using the asymptotic
solution [143, 158].	e self- and themutual coupling terms in
the paraxial region were determined using spectral domain
technique. 	is constrains the ability of the technique to
consider smaller radii cylinders.

5. Advantages of Mutual Coupling

	e performance of the phased array deteriorates due to the
presence of coupling; however, this cannot be generalized.
	e presence of coupling is reported to be advantageous in
certain cases. 	e coupling has positive e
ect on the channel
capacity of multiple element antenna (MEA) systems [159].
	e channel capacity in terms of couplingmatrices of receiver
and transmitter is expressed as

Q� = ��Q��, (26)

where Q� and Q are the channel capacity with and without
mutual coupling, ��, and �� are the coupling matrices at
the receiver and transmitter, respectively. 	e coupling e
ect
reduces the correlation between the channel coe�cients
for closely spaced MIMO systems. It also compensates the
propagation phase di
erence of the frequencies lying within
the range [93]. 	is increases the channel capacity, which
is contradictory to the statements [160]. Mutual coupling
is also reported to increase the e�ciency by decreasing the
bit-error rate of a Nakagami fading channel. Nonradiative
coupling between high-frequency circuits within their near-
eld zone is found to aid in the e�cient transfer of power in
wireless applications. 	is kind of biofriendly power transfer
is free from electromagnetic interference (EMI) caused by
scattering and atmospheric absorption, unlike radiative EM
energy transfer [161].

	e presence of coupling between the array elements is
shown to be desirable, if arrays are to bemade self-calibrating
[162]. Furthermore, Yuan et al. [109] showed that the presence
of coupling improves the convergence of adaptive algorithm.
	e rate of convergence of an algorithm is shown to decrease
if the eigenvalues of the array covariance matrix di
er widely.
On the other hand, the convergence becomes faster when the
ratio of themaximum eigenvalue to theminimum eigenvalue
of the covariance matrix decreases. 	is is due to the fact
that closer array elements, and hence high coupling, yield a
smaller maximum eigenvalue with approximately the same
minimum eigenvalue. 	is indicates an improvement in the
eigenvalue behavior for an array in the presence of coupling
evenwhen coherent sources are considered [163].However, in
most of the cases, the compensation of the mutual coupling
e
ects is required to obtain optimal array performance.
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6. Summary

	is paper presents an overview of the methods that model
mutual coupling e
ect in terms of impedance matrix for
di
erent arrays. Researchers have extended the conventional
methods based on self- and mutual impedance matrix to
include the e
ects of calibration errors and near eld scat-
terers. 	ese methods aimed at compensating the e
ects
of mutual coupling by including the coupling matrix in
the pattern generation. 	ere are autocalibration methods
which mitigate the e
ects of structural scattering along with
the mutual coupling mitigation; such methods facilitate the
analysis of conformal phased arrays.

	e trend moved towards developing the techniques,
which estimate the parameters a
ecting the performance
of real-scenario arrays accurately in extreme conditions
including that for coherent signals with minimum number
of inputs. 	is reduced the computational complexity and
facilitated easy experimental verication and parametric
analysis. It has been shown that the accurate array pattern
synthesis is feasible only if the e
ect of coupling on the array
manifold is considered. 	us the USV is used instead of CSV
in the coupling analysis of phased arrays mounted over the
platform, such as aircra� wings or mobile phones.

Further hybrid techniques, like UTD-MoM, spectral
domain method with UTD, were shown to be better in terms
of both accuracy and computation. Most of these techniques
are suitable only for uniform and innitely large arrays
in narrowband scenarios. 	erefore, adaptive array based
technique was developed to deal with the small non-uniform
planar and circular arrays operating over a wide frequency
range.

	e e
ect of mutual coupling on the parameters like
terminal impedances and eigenvalues has been discussed
considering the radiation pattern, steady state response, tran-
sient response, and the RCS of the array. Many compensation
techniques are analyzed to mitigate the adverse e
ects of
coupling on array performance issues such as high resolution,
DOA estimation, and interference suppression. 	ese have
been further simplied due to the optimization of antenna
design parameters. It is suggested that a good and e�cient
design of an antenna system would compensate for the
mutual coupling e
ects. However, in few cases the presence
of coupling has been proved advantageous as well.
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